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Abstract We shall present here the first experimental results for microwave spec-
troscopy of the hyperfine structure of antiprotonic He-3 and a comparison to numeri-
cal simulations of the measurement. Due to the helium nuclear spin, antiprotonic He-
3 has a more complex hyperfine structure than antiprotonic He-4 which has already
been studied before. Thus a comparison between theoretical calculations and the
experimental results will provide a more stringent test of the three-body quantum
electrodynamics (QED) theory. The comparison of measured data to simulations
allows to investigate the collisional processes between the helium atoms of the
target medium and the antiprotonic helium atomcules. The collision rates can not
be calculated exactly, but estimated by comparison of numeric simulations with
the experimental results. Two out of four super-super-hyperfine (SSHF) transition
lines of the (n, L) = (36, 34) state were observed. The measured frequencies of the
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individual transitions are 11.12559(14) GHz and 11.15839(18) GHz, less than 1 MHz
higher than the current theoretical values, but still within their estimated errors. The
frequency difference between the two lines also agrees with theoretical calculations.
Keywords Antiproton · Antiprotonic helium · Hyperfine structure · Spectroscopy ·
Laser · Microwave · Three-body quantum electrodynamics
1 Introduction
Antiprotonic helium (pHe+) is an exotic, metastable three-body system, consisting
of one electron in the ground state, an antiproton and the helium nucleus [1–4]. It is
produced when an antiproton is approaching a helium atom at its ionization energy
(24.6 eV) or below. The antiproton can thus eject one of the two electrons from the
ground state, replace it and get captured. The atoms occupy circular states with L
close to n, where L is the angular momentum quantum number and n the principal
quantum number. The electron remains in the ground state. The antiproton is, due
to its high mass, most likely to be captured into states with high angular momentum,
i.e. n = n0 ≡ √M∗/me ∼ 38, M∗ being the reduced mass of the system. About 97 %
of these exotic atoms find themselves in states dominated by Auger decay and ionize
within a few nanoseconds because of the Auger excitation of the electron. Only 3 %
of the antiprotonic helium atoms remain in metastable, radiative decay-dominated
states. In this case, the change of orbital angular momentum in the Auger transition
is large and thus Auger decay is suppressed. Consequently, these states are relatively
long lived, having a lifetime of about 1–2 μs. This time window can be used to do
microwave spectroscopy measurements.
2 Hyperfine structure of antiprotonic helium
The interaction of the magnetic moments of its constituting particles gives rise to a
splitting of the p3He+ energy levels. The coupling of the electron spin Se and the
orbital angular momentum of the antiproton L leads to the primary splitting of the
state into a doublet structure, referred to as hyperf ine (HF) splitting. The non-zero
spin of the 3He nucleus causes a further so-called super-hyperf ine (SHF) splitting,
which can be characterized by the quantum number G = F + Sh = L + Se + Sh,
where Sh is the spin of the helium nucleus. This results in four SHF substates.
At last, the spin-orbit interaction of the antiproton orbital angular momentum
and antiproton spin Sp¯ in combination with the contact spin-spin and the tensor
spin-spin interactions between the particles result in a further splitting of the SHF
substates into eight substates—as illustrated in Fig. 1—which we call super-super-
hyperf ine (SSHF) splitting. This octuplet structure can be described by the quantum
number J = G + Sp¯ = L + Se + Sh + Sp¯. Even though the magnetic moment of the
antiproton is larger than that of the 3He nucleus, the former has a smaller overlap
with the electron cloud. Therefore it creates a smaller splitting.
Transitions between the SSHF states can be induced by a magnetic field oscillating
in the microwave frequency range. Due to technical limitations of the microwave
input power, only the transitions which flip the spin of the electron can be measured.
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Fig. 1 A schematic drawing
of the laser-microwave-laser
method. The dashed
arrows indicate the laser
transitions between the
SHF levels of the radiative
decay-dominated state
(n, L) = (36, 34) and the
Auger decay-dominated
state (n, L) = (37, 33) of
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There are four such “allowed” SSHF transitions for the (n, L) = (36, 34) state, of
which we report on two:
ν−−HF : J−−− = L −
3
2
−→ J+−− = L − 1
2
ν−+HF : J−−+ = L −
1
2




The experimental technique is a three-step process, referred to as laser-microwave-
laser spectroscopy [5, 6] (Fig. 1). After antiprotonic helium is formed, the hyperfine
substates are all equally populated. A short laser pulse of 10–12 ns at first induces
a population asymmetry between the SSHF substates of the measured radiative
decay state (n, L) by transferring the majority of the antiprotons from one of the HF
states of the radiative decay-dominated, metastable parent state to the Auger decay-
dominated, short-lived daughter state ( f + transition in Fig. 1). The laser bandwidth
of about 100 MHz is narrow enough so that the f − transition is not excited and
the antiprotons in the other HF state are not affected. The antiprotons in the short-
lived daughter state annihilate within a few nanoseconds. Subsequently, a microwave
frequency pulse, tuned around the transition frequency between two SSHF (p3 He+)
substates of the parent state, is applied to the antiprotonic helium atoms. In practice,
the microwave pulse is about 20 μs long and starts a few microseconds before the
first laser pulse. This will have no effect on the population distribution as long as the
laser pulse does not create an asymmetry between the SSHF substates. The length of
the microwave pulse thus corresponds to the time between the end of the first and
the beginning of the second laser pulse. If the microwave field is on resonance with
one of the SSHF transitions, this will cause a population transfer and thus a partial
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refilling of one of the previously depopulated states. Then a second laser pulse of
equal length is applied to the same transition ( f +) as before, which will again result in
subsequent Auger decay of the transferred atoms and annihilation of the antiprotons.
Thus the number of annihilations after the second laser pulse will be larger if more
antiprotonic atoms were transferred by the microwave pulse. More details on the
experimental technique and measurement parameters can be found in [7].
4 Experimental setup
The antiprotons for the experiment were provided by the AD (Antiproton Deceler-
ator) at CERN [8], with a pulsed beam of (1 − 3) × 107 antiprotons at an energy of
5.3 MeV and a repetition rate of about 100 s. The particles were stopped in a helium
gas target, cooled down to a temperature of about 6 K. The usual gas pressure was in
the range of 150–500 mbar. The gas target was a cylindrical chamber, which also acted
as a microwave resonance cavity. In order to measure the annihilation decay products
two Cherenkov counters were mounted around the target volume. The resulting
photons are detected by photomultipliers, which are gated off during the initial p
pulse arrival [9]. The microwave pulse was synthesized by a vector network analyzer
(VNA, Rhode & Schwarz ZVB20) and amplified by a travelling wave tube amplifier
(TWTA, TMD PTC6358). A waveguide system then transmitted the microwave
pulse of 20 μs to the cavity. A self-developed, pulse-amplified laser system [10, 11]
based on a contiuous wave (CW) laser was used to provide the two laser beams
fixed to a wavelength of 723.877 nm. The CW laser consists of a ring Ti : sapphire
laser (Coherent MBR-110) pumped by a Nd : YVO4 laser (Coherent Verdi) and
is amplified using Bethune cells pumped by two pulsed Nd:YAG lasers (Coherent
Infinity). This system allows the generation of two laser pulses with arbitrary time
delay and a fluence of the two pulses in the range of 20 − 40 J/cm2. The laser waist
is ∼ 5 mm, leading to a depletion efficiency of about 90 %.
The experimental method and the general design of the setup were the same as for
p4He+ [7, 12]. However, a new cryostat with a compressor-based cooling system [13]
was built, which led to improvements of the operation and more efficient use of the
measurement time. Out of the four allowed SSHF transitions of the state (n, L) =
(36, 34) of p3He+, two of them lie within 32 MHz from each other. Therefore these
two transitions can be measured with a single cavity with a resonance frequency of
11.14 GHz (and a Q value of ∼ 100) which is in the middle between the two SSHF
transition frequencies. For the other two transitions, another cavity with a resonance
frequency of 16.13 GHz has to be used. The whole microwave part of the setup was
designed using the High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) Software [14].
5 Numerical simulations of the transition probabilities
Due to the limited available measurement time (4–8 weeks) per year, it is particularly
important to test the experimental setup and carry out accurate simulations before
the actual measurement in order to assess and optimize certain parameters and thus
save valuable time. The experiment has been numerically simulated by solving the
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optical Bloch equations. The Bloch equations for a two-level system describe the
behaviour of a two-state quantum system in the presence of an oscillatory driving field.
5.1 Laser transition
In the case of a laser transition (n, l) = (36, 34) to (n′, l′) = (37, 33), the density matrix

































−γr 0 0 12m(t) γ(37,35) 0 0 0
0 −γA 0 − 12m(t) 0 γ(38,34) 0 0
0 0 −γT −ω 0 0 0 0
−m(t) m(t) ω −γT 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −γ(37,35) 0 γ(38,36) 0
0 0 0 0 0 −γ(38,34) 0 γ(39,35)
0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ(38,36) 0




M is the transition matrix, ρp and ρd indicate the probabilities of the quantum
system to be in the parent state or in the daugther state, ρx and ρy give the complex
dependency of the transitions for the real and imaginary parts. ω denotes the
difference between the transition frequency ωij = Ei−E j and the frequency of the
oscillating field, with Ei and E j being the energies of the two states. m(t) is the
so-called Rabi frequency. For a laser transition this is defined as m(t) = μm E(t) ,
E(t) being the time-dependent electric field of the laser radiation. Here μm is the
transition dipole moment, depending on the quantum number m. The radiative
decay rates of the parent state and the daughter state are taken into account by
the parameters γrp = γr referring to the radiative transition from the metastable
state, (36, 34) −→ (35, 33) and γrd = γA representing the Auger transition from the
unstable state (37, 33). The total decay rate can be defined as γT = γr+γA2 + γcL where
γcL is the rate for collisions with other helium atoms [15]. The calculated values for
these decay rates are γr = 480.7 MHz and γA = 330 MHz. The remaining parameters
in this matrix take into consideration the refilling from upper states which also has an
effect on the population of the measured states—for the parent state these are γ(37,35)
and γ(38,36) and for the daughter state γ(38,34) and γ(39,35).
5.2 Microwave transition
The optical Bloch equations can also be applied to calculate the microwave transition
process. These transitions are all between SHF sublevels of the same state (n, l) =
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(36, 34). γrp = γrd = γr is the radiative decay rate from (36, 34) −→ (35, 33), γr =
480.7 MHz. The total decay rate γT for the microwave transitions is thus defined as
γT = γr + γe. In this case γe can be interpreted as the effect of elastic collisions on the
dephasing of the coherence between the two SHF states. In a physical situation, there
are also inelastic collisions which can induce spin flips between the J states. To take
this effect into account, one has to combine the four 4 × 4 optical Bloch equations
of every transition and the two refilling states to one coupled 18 × 18 matrix M. The
density matrix is given in its complete form in (4). In the magnetic field induced
by the microwave, the Rabi frequency is given as m(t) = μm B(t) with B(t) denoting
the resonating magnetic field. The new parameter γc can be written γc = γr + 3γi
where γi is interpreted as the rate of inelastic collisions which induces single spin flip
transitions—spin flips of more than one particle are ignored.
The solution to (4) gives—as for the laser transitions—the characteristic Rabi
oscillations. For this experiment it is important that the population transfer between
two SHF substates induced by the microwave pulse is a maximum. While for the
laser transitions it is enough to saturate the transition, in the case of the microwave
transition the Rabi oscillations of the magnetic dipole moments are much slower and
the states do not decay. The population transfer will be highest after a half Rabi
oscillation, a so-called π -pulse, i.e. when a spin flip occurs. Therefore, the duration of
the resonating microwave field and the radio frequency power need to be optimized
such that half a Rabi oscillation is induced.
5.3 Collisional effects
In order to be able to better understand the line shape of the microwave-induced
M1-transitions it is crucial to take into consideration also the collisional effects.
The measurement of transitions between the hyperfine structure substates and a
comparison to theoretical calculations allows to investigate the collisional processes
between the helium atoms of the target medium and the antiprotonic helium
atomcules. The elastic and inelastic collisions rates γe and γi can have considerable
systematic effects on the signal height, line shape and frequency of the transition
line. While inelastic collisions will result in a spin exchange between the hyperfine
substates which can lead to a decrease of the measured signal, elastic collisions can
cause a broadening and shift of the resonance line. These rates can not be calculated
exactly. However, they can both be estimated by comparison of numeric simulations
with the experimental results.
It is assumed that initially, at a time t = 0, SHF substates with different J are all
statistically populated. The time dependence of these states will be governed by the
same processes as after the first laser-induced depopulation but without microwave
field applied. In the case of a simple two-level system the total relaxation rate is the
sum of transition rates λ(1 → 2) + λ(2 → 1), i.e. approximately twice the rate of the
(2 → 1) transition. For an eight-level system like p3He+ this will be more complex.
An estimation can be given by taking twice the rate of a dominant transition. At
a temperature T = 6 K and choosing a transition with a rate of 3 × 106s−1, the
estimated survival probability for the population of this state after t = 750 ns is
1 %, i.e. very small. As a consequence, the optimal laser delay for the measurement
will always have to be a compromise. The time interval needs to be short enough
in order that the energy states have not yet returned to thermal equilibrium and
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to thus ensure a good population asymmetry between the two SHF substates.
However, if the time delay is chosen too short the transition probability will decrease
and the line width of the SSHF transition will be broadened. Considering these
cicumstances, the optimal delay time between the first and the second laser for
our measurements—corresponding to the time the microwave pulse is affecting the
population distribution—proved to be about t = 350 ns.
Collision rates To compare the experimental results to the simulated data, the only
free parameter in the simulation were the collisional rates, for other decay rates,
microwave power, laser delay and cavity characteristics the same values as for the
actual measurement were applied. Since the rates of collisional effects can not be
calculated exactly, they have to be achieved by comparing the measured data to the
simulation. The values thus obtained are similar to those for p4He+. Figure 3 shows
the simulated transition lines for the two observed SSHF transitions in comparison
to the fitted data. The elastic collisions rate is about 2 MHz and the rate for the
inelastic collisions between antiprotonic helium atomcules and helium atoms—which
causes an electron spin exchange—is ∼ 1.1 MHz. The theoretical estimate for the
inelastic collisional relaxation effects is 1 MHz at a temperature of 6 K [16]. There is
no estimation from theory for the elastic collision rate.
6 Results
First, a scan over the laser frequency range was done to determine the frequency
offset and the splitting of the two HF lines (see Fig. 2) to ensure that only one of the
two hyperfine levels of the (n, L) = (36, 34) state is depopulated by laser stimulation.
The splitting is  f = 1.72 ± 0.03 GHz, similar to the transition in p4He+, with a
splitting of  f = 1.75 ± 0.01 GHz. Due to the different SSHF energy level spacings,
one of the laser transition peaks has a lower amplitude and larger width. Each of
these peaks consists of another two sub-peaks, corresponding to transitions from one
SHF substate of the parent state to the same SHF substate of the daughter state.
Two of the four SHF substates, respectively, are lying close enough to each other
to have a frequency difference smaller than the laser linewidth (∼ 100 MHz) and
the Doppler width (∼ 300 MHz) and can thus not be resolved while the other two
lines have a splitting in the range of the broadening and thus result in a smaller and
broader peak. The measurements were all performed with a delay time T between
the two lasers of 350 ns and a target pressure of 250 mbar.
Two of the four allowed SSHF resonance transitions in p3He+ could be observed.
The scans of the two microwave-induced transitions are displayed in Fig. 3. They
were both fitted with the function of their natural line shape [17].
From the fit, the frequencies for the measured ν−−HF and ν
−+
HF transitions can be
obtained. All relevant results are summarized in Table 1. For a pulse of length T =
350 ns the expected width is 
 = 2.28 MHz [17], which is roughly in agreement with
the measurement. In order to determine the optimum power to induce an electron
spin flip and thus the maximum population transfer between two SSHF states, the
signal was tested at several different microwave powers. The ν−−HF transition was
measured with a power of about 10 W and the ν−+HF transition at about 7.5 W (for
further detail refer to Friedreich et al. [7]).
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Fig. 2 Laser resonance profile for the (n, L) = (36, 34) state of p3He+, displaying the two laser
transitions f+ and f− between the HF states of the parent and the daughter state, at a target
pressure of 250 mbar. The peaks are fitted with four Voigt functions referring to the four allowed E1
transitions between the SHF states of the parent state (Fig. 1). The arrows indicate the corresponding
theoretical transition frequencies
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Fig. 3 Scan over the microwave frequency for two of the four SSHF transitions for the (n, L) =
(36, 34) state of p3He+, at a target pressure of 250 mbar. Each transition is fitted with the line
shape for a pure two-body system (solid lines) [17]. The frequencies of the measured transitions
are 11.12559(14) GHz and 11.15839(18) GHz. The dashed curve shows a simulation using collision
rates obtained from comparison between experiment and simulation
Table 1 The first experimental results for the ν−−HF and ν
−+
HF in comparison with three-body QED
calculations, where νHF denote the SSHF transition frequencies, δexp is the relative error of the
measured frequencies and 
 the resonance line width
νexp (GHz) δexp (ppm) 
 (MHz) Korobov [18, 19] νth-exp (ppm)
ν−−HF (GHz) 11.125 59(14) 13 2.08(22) 11.125 00(55) −53
ν−+HF (GHz) 11.158 39(18) 16 1.92(19) 11.157 73(55) −59
ν±HF (GHz) 0.03279(22) 0.0327219(16)
The theoretical precision is ∼ 5 × 10−5.
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The measured hyperfine transition frequencies agree with theory [18] within less
than 1 MHz. A comparison of the theoretical values for the two SSHF transitions at
11 GHz with the measurement results shows that there is a small shift in frequency
towards higher values for both transitions. The frequency difference νth-exp between
theory and experiment is ∼ 0.6 MHz for ν−−HF and ∼ 0.7 MHz for ν−+HF respectively.
The deviation between the experimental and theoretical values for the frequency
difference ν±HF = ν−+HF − ν−−HF between the two SSHF lines at 11 GHz is 68 kHz out
of 32 MHz. This difference is important due to its proportionality to the magnetic
moment of the antiproton [7, 20].
7 Conclusions
We have reported on the first microwave spectroscopic measurements of the hy-
perfine structure of p3He+. Furthermore, the agreement of the transition line shapes
with numerical simulations has been demonstrated. The collision rates obtained
from a comparison of measured and numerically simulated data, γe = 2 MHz and
γi = 1.1 MHz, did largely agree with theoretical estimates.
Two of the four favoured SSHF resonance transitions in p3He+ were observed
and are in accordance with theory [18] within the estimated theoretical error. Also
the frequency difference ν±HF agrees with theoretical calculations. However, the
experimental error for ν±HF is still very large compared to theory.
A systematic study of these transitions and improved statistics will allow a higher
precision, in particular for the frequency difference between the SSHF transition
frequencies, for which the experimental error is still considerably larger than the
theoretical error. It is further planned to measure also the two SSHF transitions at
16 GHz in order to obtain a complete picture of the p3He+ hyperfine structure.
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